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Insights and recommendations into service model structure, staff roles and qualifications in a UK cancer specific clinical exercise service: a multi-method qualitative study

Anthony Crozier\textsuperscript{a}, Paula M. Watson\textsuperscript{b}, Lee E. Graves\textsuperscript{c}, Keith P. George\textsuperscript{b}, David Richardson\textsuperscript{b}, Louise Naylor\textsuperscript{c}, Daniel J. Green\textsuperscript{c}, Michael Rosenberg\textsuperscript{c} and Helen Jones\textsuperscript{b}

\textsuperscript{a}Research institute for Sport and Exercise Sciences, Liverpool John Moores University, Liverpool, UK; \textsuperscript{b}School of Human and Behavioural Sciences, Bangor University, North Wales, UK; \textsuperscript{c}School of Human Science (Exercise and Sport Science), The University of Western Australia, Crawley, Australia

\textbf{ABSTRACT}

\textbf{Purpose:} Clinical exercise delivery in the United Kingdom is disparate in terms of service structure, staff roles and qualifications, therefore it is difficult to evaluate and compare across services. Our aim was to explore, in a purposely selected cancer exercise service that was recognised as effective; (i) how staff knowledge, skills and competencies contribute to the provision of the service, (ii) how these components assist in creating effective services, and (iii) to identify existing challenges from staff and service user perspectives.

\textbf{Methods:} The Consolidated Framework for Implementation Research was used as an overarching guide to review the Prehab4Cancer service. Exercise specialists and service user perspectives were explored using a multi-method approach (online semi-structured interviews, online focus group and in-person observation) and data triangulation.

\textbf{Results:} Exercise specialists were educated to a minimum of undergraduate degree level with extensive cancer-specific knowledge and skills, equivalent to that of a Registration Council for Exercise Physiologist (RCCP) Clinical Exercise Physiologist. Workplace experience was essential for exercise specialist development in behaviour change and communications skills.

\textbf{Conclusions:} Staff should be educated to a level comparable with the standards for registered RCCP Clinical Exercise Physiologists, which includes workplace experience to develop knowledge, skills and competencies in real-world settings.

\begin{itemize}
  \item Clinical exercise staff should attain extensive cancer-specific knowledge, skills and competencies, underpinned by undergraduate degrees in sport and exercise science-related subjects or higher and equivalent to that of of Registration Council for Exercise Physiologist -registered Clinical Exercise Physiologist.
  \item Workplace experience is vital for exercise specialists to develop their knowledge, skills and competencies in real-world settings.
  \item Behaviour change and communication skills, specifically empathy and listening skills, should be incorporated into clinical exercise practitioner training.
\end{itemize}

\textbf{IMPLICATIONS FOR REHABILITATION}

\textbf{Cancer services}

- Clinical exercise staff should attain extensive cancer-specific knowledge, skills and competencies, underpinned by undergraduate degrees in sport and exercise science-related subjects or higher and equivalent to that of Registration Council for Exercise Physiologist –registered Clinical Exercise Physiologist.
- Workplace experience is vital for exercise specialists to develop their knowledge, skills and competencies in real-world settings.
- Behaviour change and communication skills, specifically empathy and listening skills, should be incorporated into clinical exercise practitioner training.

\section*{Introduction}

In the UK, in 2019, 38\% of the UK adult population had a long-term chronic and complex medical condition, translating into one of the largest financial burdens within public healthcare \cite{1-3}. The NHS long-term plan advocates exercise within clinical care services, however, there are few recommendations regarding service structures for this to occur, or the staff requirements including qualifications or regulation \cite{1}. For the NHS to achieve its priority of providing standardised, effective and cost-efficient exercise services for long-term conditions, a system-wide understanding of what is currently being offered, to whom, and by whom, is required \cite{4,5}.

Recently, we audited exercise provision within UK clinical exercise services focusing on exercise staff job titles, roles and qualifications across cardiovascular, respiratory, stroke, falls and cancer services. We reported service provision was inconsistent, piecemeal and unstandardised, within and across most of these conditions. Moreover, a large part of the exercise provision was delivered by an unregulated workforce \cite{4,5}.

Given the current disparate structures in service models, staff roles and qualifications, it is difficult to evaluate and compare within and across services \cite{5}. Thus in the current study we examined one clinical exercise service. The service was cancer-specific wellness programme located in Greater Manchester, in the North-West of England. It is important to highlight, in the audit by Crozier et al. \cite{5} cancer exercise service provision were less defined in terms of
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structure, and were frequently delivered by an inconsistent range of individuals with a diverse set of qualifications and skills ranging from vocational exercise qualifications to master degrees in sport and exercise science-related subjects. The service, purposely selected because it was (i) well established (one of the largest to operate in the UK), (ii) recognised nationally for good practice (highlighted by MacMillian and received the Health Service Journal NHS partnership award), and (iii) delivered by exercise health professionals alongside a Multi-Disciplinary Team (MDT) via a novel delivery method (in the community in collaboration with leisure services).

A number of hospital trusts are developing and attempting to commission cancer-specific exercise services and insight into a cancer-specific clinical exercise service are pertinent [6,7].

In this case study a multi-method approach with data triangulation was employed to identify (i) how staff knowledge, skills and competencies contribute to the provision of an effective clinical exercise service, (ii) how these components assist in creating effective service teams, and (iii) to identify existing challenges from staff and service user perspectives.

Method
Design and theoretical underpinning

A case study format employed ethnographic principles (including the exploration of peoples’ cultures and habits) to uncover beliefs, values and attitudes retained by the participants. Multiple qualitative methods (online semi-structured interviews, online focus groups, online and face-to-face observation of exercise delivery and field notes) were employed to explore the service from staff and service user perspectives both individually and collectively. This qualitative multi-method approach, combined with the longevity of the study and data triangulation, assisted in reducing potential social desirability and bias from staff and service user perspectives due to an increased openness and honestly in conversations with the researcher, generated by rapport development [8]. Ethical approval was obtained from local research ethics committee [ref: 21/EM/0227]. The lead researcher spent 2–3 days per week for 12 weeks in the service between January –March 2022. The researcher concentrated on field notes and observation (both online and in-person) for the first six weeks via attending exercise classes. This increased both staff and service user familiarity with the research team before any semi-structured interviews were completed [8].

Consolidated framework for implementation research (CFIR)

A comprehensive implementation framework (CFIR) was adopted [9]. Originally designed for use in implementation studies, CFIR combines existing theories to create a list of ideas which assist in future service implementation and evaluation [9]. CFIR focuses on what works, where, and why (e.g., [10]). Specific components relating to service delivery including staffing structures, staff skills and competencies, and service user perceptions allow a detailed exploration of these areas through contextual discussions regarding service operations [9,11]. All five sections of CFIR were drawn upon throughout this study (see Table 1) and provide a framework for interview guide (additional file 1).

Prehab4Cancer and recovery programme

The Prehab4Cancer (P4C) service began in April 2019 in collaboration with system-wide stakeholders including a leisure trust consortium and the NHS cancer alliance. The original programme objective was to provide two thousand service users face-to-face community-based pre/rehabilitation using affiliated leisure facilities (n=99) across the Greater Manchester region (urban location in the North-West of England with higher than national average levels of deprivation). Service users are supported before (prehabilitation) and after (rehabilitation) cancer treatments (either surgical or non-surgical), and where applicable during treatment, to have increased physical, nutritional and psychological support. Full details of the intervention are provided in Table 2 [15].

Participant recruitment

Staff participant recruitment was based on convenience sampling with all exercise specialists indicating a willingness to participate. An initial (virtual) meeting was conducted with all exercise staff (n=8) explaining the study aims, after which written consent was obtained. The final sample (n=7) included a range of staff members; a service manager (n=1) who oversaw the intervention, P4C exercise specialists (n=4) (one of which was a deputy service manager). All of these staff held undergraduate degrees and specialist cancer-related qualifications and delivered the exercise sessions. In addition, there were P4C exercise instructors (n=2) with exercise referral (fitness industry qualification) who supported session delivery. All staff members were white British, female (n=5) and male (n=2), aged between 22–52 years (mean age of 30 years), and employed full-time by the consortium of leisure trusts with a minimum of two years’ experience in the role.

Service user recruitment was conducted via a verbal announcement at the start of all small group exercise classes (n=30), asking if attendees (some of which attended multiple classes) across these sessions (n=50) wanted to participate. All service users attending the sessions verbally consented to observational data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CFIR Domain</th>
<th>CFIR construct to consider</th>
<th>Overarching context within the case study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intervention development &amp; challenges</td>
<td>Intervention design &amp; evidence of intervention</td>
<td>Interventions have ‘core components’ (the essential and indispensable elements of the intervention such as the exercise delivery) and an ‘adaptable periphery’ (adaptable elements such as exercise locations). This domain focused on how the service was designed and operated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service users and resources</td>
<td>Economic climate and Patient needs</td>
<td>Changes within the outer setting, such as service funding can impact how the service will proceed with its offering. This domain focused on the barriers faced by service users and what resources were available to support them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organisation &amp; structures</td>
<td>Service characteristics</td>
<td>This domain focuses on how the structure of the service (staffing, age, size, qualifications) impacted the implementation of the intervention.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff skills &amp; perspectives</td>
<td>Staff Knowledge, skills, competencies and beliefs</td>
<td>This domain focused on the individuals within the services (primarily exercise specialists) and how their cultural, organizational, professional, and individual mindsets and beliefs impacted service provision.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service process and effectiveness</td>
<td>Staff beliefs regarding effectiveness</td>
<td>This domain focused on service effectiveness (or not) and the key indicators of it from staff perspectives.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Intervention components mapped onto items 1 to 9 of the TIDieR checklist [13].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Number</th>
<th>Brief Name</th>
<th>Why?</th>
<th>What?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Prehabilitation for cancer (P4C) recovery programme</td>
<td>Prehab for cancer patients undergoing surgery in Greater Manchester in the North-West of England become part of the Enhanced Recovery After Surgery+ (ERAS+) pathway. This was designed and developed to reduce complications (primarily pulmonary) after major surgery. The original implementation of ERAS+ at Manchester Royal Infirmary, demonstrated a 50% reduction in respiratory complications in patients undergoing major surgery and reduced hospital length of stay by 3 days (Moore et al. [7]). Such innovation has led to the integration of prehab into the ERAS pathway. The starting point for the surgical P4C pathway is the Multi-disciplinary team decision to operate based on the pathway below. In phase 1, all patients undergoing colorectal, lung and upper GI cancer surgery are offered ‘Prehab4Cancer’ without restriction.</td>
<td>Intervention resources – see procedures and key components (5) below. Equipment available was leisure centre gym-based machinery such as cardiovascular and resistance machines, in addition to free weights and resistance bands. Assessments were carried out using blood pressure monitors, oxygen saturation monitors, weight and height scales, a hand grip machine and shuttle walk cones. Once paperwork and assessments were completed, a brief conversation about service user goals and service provision was undertaken where possible with the instructor. Service users were then triaged into the pathway of support that best suited their condition and level of need:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
collection by the lead researcher. Attendees interested in taking part in the focus groups were provided with a written study information sheet and consent form, and a day/time was arranged for focus group. No one formally declined or stated any reasons for not taking part in the focus group, but often participants cited time restrictions so did not participate. The service user focus group \((n=9)\) were white British \((n=8)\) and Asian \((n=1)\), male \((n=6)\), retired (mean age of 67 years), had various long-term medical conditions, and were specifically referred due to having one of the three cancer pathologies accepted via the service inclusion criteria (i.e., colorectal, lung or upper gastrointestinal). Few participants had a relationship with each other or the exercise specialists before attending the intervention. The researcher involvement was limited to participant recruitment and data collection and had no prior relationship with the intervention or participants.

### Table 2. Continued.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Number</th>
<th>Item</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>4</strong></td>
<td><strong>Procedures and key components</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Participants’ wellbeing modality was constructed using the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence stepped care model approach to psychological support, highlighted in the Macmillan Prehabilitation Evidence and Insight report from 2017 [14] and accepted as an effective framework to deliver mental wellbeing assessment and intervention. <strong>Practical application:</strong> How this works practically is summarised in the diagram below:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="The Prehab4Cancer Pathway" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Who will provide?</strong></td>
<td><strong>5.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>There are 12 community leisure organisations in the region that collaborate with the local cancer alliance and stakeholders to deliver the intervention. Various referral pathways were used:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Referring health professionals:</strong> Referrals were accepted from all health professionals (GP’s, physiotherapists, clinical nurse specialists).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Specialist Exercise instructors:</strong> Based in regions, these instructors delivered face-to-face and virtual sessions to service users. P4C specialist exercise instructors (including the service manager/deputy manager) were qualified in cancer-specific exercise via vocational qualifications identified by the Chartered Institute for Management of Sport and Physical Activity (CIMSPA). They also retained multiple different specialist vocational qualifications in areas such as cardiac, falls, and stroke rehabilitation. Additionally, these instructors had undergraduate degrees in a Sport and Exercise Science-related subject. There were six staff in total at this level, all retaining responsibility for the whole patient journey. Exercise instructors (2) were qualified in exercise referral, they did not have any higher level vocational qualifications or undergraduate degrees. Their role was to support the specialist exercise instructors in service delivery.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Programme manager and deputy manager:</strong> Ensured all staff had relevant resources to fulfil service requirements, including equipment and training. Assisted in delivering assessment clinics and exercise prescription sessions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>How?</strong></td>
<td><strong>6.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Instructor-led:</strong> Face-to-face and one-to-one format of delivery to individuals. This then expanded into small group exercise sessions (due to COVID-19) consisting of 8-15 service users via the Microsoft teams platform (virtual).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Where?</strong></td>
<td><strong>7.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All service user consultations and activities took place virtually via Microsoft teams or face-to-face at a local leisure centre.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>When and how much?</strong></td>
<td><strong>8.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The intervention had an initial 3-4 week prehabilitation phase (where applicable) and a 12-week funded period of rehabilitation. The programme was not restricted in terms of days or times service users could use facilities. Service users were able to access the gym, swimming and fitness classes throughout the region as part of the intervention. Once 12-weeks had been completed service users had the option of continuing to attend the facilities at a subsided rate of membership. The virtual classes, however, were free of charge and had no access restrictions, i.e., it surpassed 12 weeks due to lack of cost associated with virtual delivery.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tailoring</strong></td>
<td><strong>9.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All sessions were tailored to individual goals and used individualised exercise prescription developed by specialist exercise professionals.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Data collection**

Staff participants worked across different sites based on individual caseloads allowing observational and semi-structured interview data collection. The eclectic and multi-faceted nature of the service provision meant that service users were unpredictable in their attendance which made it difficult to just use one singular method to obtain a sufficient cross-section of participant feedback. A focus group [16], in combination with observational data were used to understand the experiences of service user participants who attended different sessions within the intervention, encouraged peer interaction and the promoted shared experience where possible (e.g., [14]).

**Semi-structured interviews**

The semi-structured interview guide (see additional file 1) was developed based on the CFIR framework. The lead researcher had previous experience conducting semi-structured interviews, therefore focused on open questions allowing participants to respond with the issues they deemed most important [17]. Pilot interviews were conducted by the first author with three independent researcher peers prior to study commencement to enhance credibility and refine interview questions where necessary [18]. Exercise specialist interviews \((n=7)\) were conducted on an individual basis by the first author via a secure virtual platform (Microsoft Teams) lasting 51 min on average (range 22–76 min). Written consent was obtained before the interviews were visually and audio recorded with prompts and probes used to elicit more detailed responses [12]. At the end of each interview, a brief verbal summary was provided by the researcher to clarify the main points and allow individuals to add further information (where required) [19].

**Focus group**

One focus group was conducted by the first author with service users \((n=9)\) who had been taking part in the exercise service for (at least) six weeks, via a secure virtual platform (Microsoft Teams). The visual and audio recorded focus group lasted 23 min and used the same CFIR-based interview guide as the semi-structured interviews. Spontaneous conversation was encouraged by the researcher with participants discussing and challenging opinions if they wished [20]. Clarification of information was sought during the questioning process to ensure participants were able to expand on each other’s opinion and summarise the information provided [20,21].

**Observation and field notes**

Observations of the setting, daily practice, staff and service user interactions were undertaken [13]. The lead author was typically on-site observing face-to-face interaction 1–2 days per week and engaged in virtual sessions ranging between 1–2 h per day for 2–3 days a week. The initial expectation to be fully immersed within the environment resulting in a more typical ethnographic position of hanging out and observing events as they unfolded [22] was limited due to service alterations resulting from COVID-19. In terms of procedure, notable moments were written down in a note pad in the form of keyword entries for both face-to-face and virtual observations [8]. Memories and reminders in the field notes then allowed the observations and conversations to be developed into a research log, typically completed during lunch breaks or at the end of each day of engagement and never more than 24 h after the original observation to prevent the risk of memory fading and details being lost [8,16]. Such accounts were accompanied by the researcher’s insights and interpretations of events which contributed to the understanding of the setting and a narrowing of the research lens [8]. Throughout this process, the research team acted as “critical friends” and theoretical sounding boards, encouraging lead author reflection and interpretation of the themes which became central throughout the data collection period [23].

**Data analysis**

Data obtained through the semi-structured interviews, field notes (via participant observations) and the focus group were audio and visually recorded using a portable Dictaphone and Microsoft Teams, then transcribed verbatim. Data were thematically analysed manually using reflexive thematic analysis recommendations such as data familiarisation, generating initial themes, coding and finalising patterns of shared meanings underpinned by a central concept, and writing up using data extracts interspersed with researcher insights and interpretations [19,22]. Although the data themes generated were deductively linked in relevance to the pre-determined categories formed by the CFIR-guided research questions, the patterns of shared meaning were generated, more inductively, from the data themselves allowing interpretation and researcher contextual awareness to be discussed [19]. Flexibility in analysis was driven by both the prevalence (number of service users articulating the theme) and the importance placed on information [19,22]. Primary analysis was conducted by the first author with frequent debriefing sessions with the research team to discuss, challenge and reframe the thematic structure [22–24]. It is important to note that “data saturation” or “data adequacy” could be assumed as no new themes were identified when analysing the final few transcripts [17,19].

**Lead researcher positioning**

Given this study was based upon ethnographic principles, lead researcher self-reflexivity was important due to researcher background and training within clinical exercise provision [25]. Such experiences could influence participant interactions, provide pre-conceived ideas regarding exercise provision and enable a broader interpretation of participant concerns or thoughts [25]. Such reflection means that this article will retain the use of “I,” “me,” or “my” on occasion and as such refers to the first author [25]. What follows is my (the researcher’s) story of “self” experiences, alongside the “other,” in this case, the collective thoughts of staff and service users concerning their cultural experiences within a clinical exercise service [25,26]. Each CFIR section explored staff participant perspectives, their lived experiences and feelings, and my observations [25,26]. Service user perspectives were captured relating to resources and challenges, alongside their interactions with staff and experiences within the service. The data extracts represent each individual’s experiences and opinions at a given time; however, taken in combination with my observations, this re-creates a holistic view of experience that is representative of what any individual may be exposed to in the service at a point in time [25,26]. There is an effort towards emphasizing the “…personal and ‘real’ nature of an individual self, identity, experience and subjectivity.” [26], yet acknowledgment that these are constructed through social interaction and that socio-cultural factors colour a person’s sense of self, or identity [27].
As a Registration Council for Clinical Physiologists (RCCP) registered Clinical Exercise Physiologist (CEP) who has completed a similar role previously, I knew it would be hard to avoid assumptions regarding service operations such as assessment protocols, programme design, exercise delivery or even the referral process. I acknowledge that I needed to see past my own preconceptions and review what was happening within the service. However, these preconceived ideas (that I carried with me) were used to assist me in probing further into areas that I may not have ‘seen’ directly; areas that I felt probably existed but only to those who were behind the scenes such as the level and appropriateness of staff training and qualification levels. As my time within the service increased, I forged a closer relationship with staff enabling all parties to speak more openly and candidly. Rapport was developed and any researcher vs participant barriers were seemingly lowered after the initial 3–4 weeks. At the outset I would have classified myself as an outsider in collaboration with insiders given that I approached the service to observe it [27,28]. Yet, after this initial period (3–4 weeks) and given my background within clinical exercise delivery, the relationship felt like it had morphed into one of an insider in collaboration with other insiders due to flowing conversations and a mutual respect developed forged through shared experiences [27,28]. For example, staff began to ask my opinion regarding exercise prescription design and the practicalities of one-to-one versus group exercise sessions. These areas that were closed off in the early weeks, potentially due to limited trust or credibility, but over time these discussions increased in frequency and shifted into a two-way dialogue.

The first meeting

I was first introduced to the exercise team during their weekly (virtual) debrief. I can only assume that this experience was as daunting for them as it was for me. At this point in time they had little knowledge of me, my background, my agenda or how I might portray them and their service. What made this initial meeting more challenging was its online format. Although ethnographic research has been conducted in online forums, a true representation and sense of feeling displayed by levels of interaction can be more challenging as participants can be unseen or hidden behind their device [29]. After a brief introduction I verbally explained my purpose (to gain a greater understanding of what knowledge, skills and competencies were required to work within their service, how an effective service team operates and the challenges they face in delivering effective provision). Following this, I paused to allow time for questions/concerns (of which few were raised). I felt my research aims were understood and an acceptance of me (given my background in the delivery of clinical exercise) was initiated. For the rest of the meeting, I maintained a bystander/observational position. The meeting continued. Hearing the staff discuss the service users and protocols made it clear from the outset that this group of practitioners were tightly knit, truly invested in their workplace and passionate about the service they provided, most of whom had been there since its formation. I left the meeting feeling that, as a group, they did not view themselves as just exercise practitioners; there was a caring intent focused on providing an effective service in relation to the goals of the patient, an effectiveness which has been criticised in the past from a patient outcome perspective, mainly in relation to physical goals [30,31]. This desire to care for their service users was captured by Staff 5, “We’re not just a program that supports people in exercise…we provide so much support to holistically to help them have a better quality of life.” Table 3 illustrates the themes and subthemes identified during the analysis, supported by verbatim quotes focusing on which staff knowledge, skills and competencies contribute to the provision of an effective clinical exercise service, how an effective service team is created, and the challenges faced when running a clinical exercise service.

CFIR results and discussion

CFIR Section 1.1 – collaborative working

Throughout my observations it became clear that at the forefront of service decisions were patient needs. Discussions around service inception demonstrated that many moving parts were involved in shaping the delivery model into a comprehensive patient-centred care package:

…our service was so considered in its design. We collaborated with leaders in the field and had a huge service user involvement at the start…it’s that service user involvement which has led to the effectiveness of the program…they’re [service users] the guys who said actually no, you don’t want it in a clinical setting, you want it in a community setting…you don’t want to do it that way, you need to ask this question. It was designed by the people who were going to use it and not by the people who thought of the outcomes. (Staff 4).

The collaborative nature of service design is not unusual and has been identified as good practice when multiple stakeholders are involved [32]. The design of the service was led by the NHS clinical leads (e.g., Clinical Head of Division for Anaesthesia) who retain responsibility for high quality care provision, in conjunction with the clinical expertise and operational management knowledge from a wide range of academics and clinical colleagues from other cancer services. The NHS contract, service specification, commissioning discussions and the recurrent funding was accredited to the work undertaken by the NHS programme manager in collaboration with the P4C programme leads with input from clinicians within the Greater Manchester cancer alliance. Yet, this co-design process was not straight forward as described by staff 4:

…trying to get everybody around the table was a huge challenge! There was some butting heads between clinical backgrounds and exercise professionals…everybody had to understand where their professional boundaries were, to be relaxed enough and confident enough to say, actually, NO! We can’t do that. Or no, that is our remit. So, in the early days that was quite difficult.”

The challenge of pleasing all parties is indicative of multi-stakeholder collaboration [32]. Yet, the expertise of the exercise specialists to articulate their requirements during the launch of the service displayed a level of confidence in their own proficiency that can only be gained through a combination of experience (workplace craft), education and a fundamental belief that they know what works and have an (robust) evidence base to justify and substantiate their position/stance [33,34]. Further, such skills were evident when discussing their own team environment “…we work as a team… it’s about getting the right people for the right roles” (Staff 5). The importance of such knowledge, skills and competencies were highlighted when recruiting for exercise specialists:

…Staff need the right training such as exercise prescription and behaviour change…somebody’s ability to communicate, empathize and work with a patient is what’s going to engage and motivate that patient… (Staff 4)

In isolation, “right people for the right roles” could just refer to qualifications. Yet, on further exploration to be part of this team you had to convince the service lead and service users that
Table 3. CFIR sections and Sub-themes with additional supporting Quotes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CFIR Section(s)</th>
<th>Sub-theme(s)</th>
<th>Quote or supporting text</th>
<th>Participant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.0 Intervention development and challenges (e.g., reasons for the service delivery in a clinical or community setting)</td>
<td>1.1 Collaborative working</td>
<td>“referrals come directly from the CNS nurses… it’s about making sure that health professionals understand (the benefits)... I think when certain health professionals haven’t really been involved with this sort of thing before there can be a hesitation as to how this is going to be beneficial”</td>
<td>Staff 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.2 Service adaptation</td>
<td>“blended approach to physical activity support… April 2019 and we were very much offering a face to face service… lung and colorectal and upper GI cancers… face to face assessment… questionnaires and paperwork to assess medical suitability. We emerged out of COVID, could get back into clinic and do some of the face to face appointment appointments. But we learned that things do work just as well sometimes on the telephone. So some of the things that we used to do in clinic we could do over the telephone such as the questionnaires (health screening) and some assessments such as sit-to-stand”</td>
<td>Staff 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.3 Person-centred approach</td>
<td>“Ideally we want to work patients for a couple of months before they have any treatment, but in reality, it’s not always that simple. We often get patients who literally referred and then a week later they go in for surgery”</td>
<td>Staff 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0 Service user resources (e.g., hierarchy of working and challenges)</td>
<td>2.1 Patient resources, support &amp; adaptations</td>
<td>“It was a very generalized booklet that we would give to everybody if the need arose. And I think in some ways, COVID allowed us to kind of hone in to the plan and consider what this actually needs to look like to be more effective for our patients… we were then able to then do assessments over the telephone and provide that home exercise plan for patients to do instead of using the gym”</td>
<td>Staff 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.0 Organisational structure (creation of team)</td>
<td>3.1 Organisation structure</td>
<td>“Exercise specialists are responsible for the exercise prescription for all of the patients entering onto the scheme and hosting the assessments…they do the exercise prescription and the exercise instructors take them (patients) through it as support”</td>
<td>Staff 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.2 Staff roles and responsibilities</td>
<td>“(Work)…Are open to any training that you want to do. We have our CPD’s, but if there’s anything that’s out of interest on any other courses, there will be an email sent through, you know, links to join on webinars and things like that…we did one for stoma care…as an exercise instructor we are constantly being asked what do you want to do? Where do you want to go?”</td>
<td>Staff 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.0 Staff knowledge (theoretical exercise knowledge) &amp; competencies (effectiveness)</td>
<td>4.1 Theoretical exercise knowledge</td>
<td>“A specialist qualification is always a good thing to have, it makes our team more diverse. We have people with the mental health, falls prevention, cardiac and pulmonary so any of those are brilliant…but really the baseline is undergraduate degrees, then cancer rehab”</td>
<td>Staff 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.2 Skill application in the field</td>
<td>“I can only kind of draw on my own experiences… I’ve come through from a sports science undergraduate background. So obviously that’s fundamental…most important is an awareness of communication styles and being able to flip your communication style and within seconds when you’re meeting people those skills, which are quite hard to assess and quite hard to prove I look for first and foremost”</td>
<td>Staff 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.3 Competency – the ability to complete tasks effectively</td>
<td>“…patient care protocol is that every patient gets seen as by an exercise specialist at assessment in the prehab phase…stay with the them through prehab because things change really quickly. A patient may get handed off to our exercise instructors in rehab should they be on the universal arm of the program, that is a very independent, motivated, engaged patient with mild comorbidities, well controlled and everything went very smoothly in the operation”</td>
<td>Staff 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.0 Service effectiveness</td>
<td>5.1 Data monitoring and patient safety</td>
<td>“we obtain the key outcome data that we need to monitor the patients and also to ascertain whether the scheme was doing what it says on the tin essentially and supporting those patients to be fitter for surgeries or treatment”</td>
<td>Staff 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

sat on the interview panels (a stipulation of the co-design process) that you could communicate with a wide spectrum of stakeholders and had an up-to-date knowledge of cancer-related exercise literature. It was evident through our discussions that respect, sharing experiences and being transparent in their ways of working were traits that not only applied to patient care, but internally within the team environment. My observations led me to believe this was truly a collaborative service, both externally with partners, and internally across the team, driven by a need to provide knowledge driven patient centred care.

CFIR Section 1.2 service adaptation – COVID moving online...

The COVID-19 pandemic highlighted the flexibility of the service as the team transitioned from a face-to-face format to a virtual delivery model. I observed staff coach in front of a screen with minimal (if any) control over the service user environment, deal with increased levels of risk (managed by safety protocols they implemented such as fellow instructors observing without taking part, known as ‘spotters’) and have a reliance on patient honesty concerning how they were feeling (this is unusual, but is often accompanied by other monitoring tools such as observation and talk test on an individual basis). This transition required high levels of planning and implementation from an exercise specialist/patient perspective regarding environmental risk assessments, risk stratification of conditions, safe and effective exercise prescription and exercise delivery [35]. This process was again collaborative with ideas generated by the P4C exercise specialists in conjunction with the P4C clinical lead, the P4C programme manager and signed off by the P4C steering group. As we approached these online sessions, I had my own reservations. How would the observation of participants work and how will they control any potential adverse events such as home hazards and falls? As the sessions unfolded, my concerns were soon lessened. I was surprised how smoothly the sessions went. Service users actively provided perceived intensity level feedback and created space to ensure the surrounding area was free of hazards (e.g., furniture). On reflection I feel this came from the team's learned ability to coach participants within clinical exercise settings. The team's knowledge and understanding of risks (primarily risk prevention) from doing the job in a face-to-face setting, underpinned by their knowledge of the cancer-specific exercise literature through and in combination with their previous workplace experiences of exercise prescription design and delivery (craft development) [36] shone through. Session planning covered all potential condition-specific outcomes (specifically adverse) through risk stratification, whilst factoring in patient needs from the session (e.g., physical benefits, but also...
social and psychological benefits via interaction with peers [37]). Communication skills (honed through team training in virtual settings) were excellent both verbally and visually (via demonstrations), and the ability of the staff to problem solve during sessions (e.g., technical difficulties) was akin to critical thinking originating from high volumes of practitioner experience. Such abilities displayed competency in delivering effective sessions. These qualities were driven by the exercise specialist’s need to retain service provision during COVID-19. This transition to virtual delivery was however met with some initial trepidation, but it surpassed staff expectations regarding effectiveness; “Surprisingly, I think it’s been a positive thing, when we started this, I wasn’t convinced that not having face-to-face would be the way to go” (Staff 2). It does, however, remain questionable if such a transition would be as successful or even possible for clinical services that did not employ exercise specialist staff with such high levels of qualification, skills and experience.

Inadvertently, the forced change in format appeared to enhance the service provision in multiple ways. Originally the service was gym-based either through one-to-one or group attendance allowing service users to complete their individualised sessions with an exercise specialist overseeing [7]. Evidence suggests that the social aspect of physical activity aids engagement and adherence, however, no specific instructor-led group sessions where available akin to traditional exercise classes (e.g., circuit training) [37]. Logistical issues similar to the formation of any exercise service (e.g., venue availability, space, equipment) alongside concerns about trying to create too many exercise options too early, meant that more generic group classes were only explored more recently due to the success of the online sessions [7]. It was evident to all that social interaction between service users increased due to any group setting as long as the exercise class was appropriate. Once teething issues around technology were overcome, I witnessed generic group discussions, questioning (between service users) around condition management, shared experiences and a continuity of attendance which resulted in support networks being created similar to other physical activity interventions [37]:

...patient fears and anxieties towards exercise on top of the cancer diagnosis can be a bit of a barrier to participation in the scheme...the virtual/group model allows service users to overcome some anxiety by attending in their own homes and provides more patient-to-patient contact than our 1-2-1 delivery of the gym-based model (Staff 6)

Discovering that the online platforms can encourage similar social benefits to face-to-face exercise delivery was pleasing, but more satisfying to hear was that the service planned to continue with the blended option for the foreseeable future aligning with other conditions that have seen similar benefits [35,38].

CFIR Section 1.3 person-centred approach

6 weeks into my observation a plan to deliver face-to-face group exercise sessions whilst continuing with the home-based assessments/consultations which were found to establish better rapport, was established. This is a key concept. Firstly, understanding that rapport needed to be created to aid engagement is not something which should be taken for granted. This was a learning curve for the service given it was now aiming for group ‘buy in’ during sessions. Drawing upon both their educational knowledge and skills in supporting patient behaviour change, and their experience from delivering one-to-one sessions in person, the service manager (and team) realised they could enhance service provision through both virtual and face-to-face formats. Secondly, having the capacity to explore such options and recognising that a one size fits all model rarely works requires the adoption of a critical mindset and the desire for continual improvement based upon reflection on practice and a highly educated, skilled and competent workforce to enable this:

...Were determined to blend the best practices of both models, face-to-face and virtually, one being the telephone assessment as it’s a better way of introducing people to our services and developing relationships... non-attending is unusual now. (Staff 4)

Thus far the focus has concentrated on service user needs, however, psychological support, counselling and training was also vital for the exercise specialists. During discussions staff expressed that a shift to home-working was efficient for them personally (no travelling), increased engagement with service users (very few wasted appointments) and catered to patient needs (service remained operational). Yet, from personal perspectives, there were negative connotations of home-working. Staff openly discussed the self-isolation and personal wellbeing fears they had developed once an initial 4-week period of home-working had passed:

...being involved in long conversations can be draining... service users might be isolated themselves and offload all their feelings and concerns on you; a cancer diagnosis is stressful, but for me, when were out in the centres I can escape and switch off somewhat, sometimes at home that’s hard to do (Staff 1)

Given the complexity of managing a service and the logistics of maintaining exercise provision, it was refreshing to discover that the psychological support and training that had been made available to the team from service conception, had expanded during the pandemic:

...our lead psychologist has protocols in place to protect the team who were constantly speaking to people for six hours a day in high stress, high trauma situations. There is a lot of unloading by service users on to the team which could impact their mental health, even more now that they were all working from home (Staff 4)

Although the intention was to aid staff wellbeing, there is no doubt that this extra support and training will have translated into teachable moments useable for both themselves in a personal capacity, but also for service users when discussing cancer diagnosis, treatments and in some cases negative outcomes.

CFIR Section 2: Service user resources and support

Throughout my time in the service it was evident that the service users appreciated the care and attention they received:

...I think staff proactiveness, constant contact from assessment to induction, they went through questionnaires, they followed up with calls or reminders...people struggle to remember things so the support was brilliant (Service User 1)

Service users (n=9) spoke to me about their appreciation of having access to this service. More interestingly, the recognition of specialist skills by service users was evident. Firstly, they identified that exercise specialists in this service could discuss complex conditions and surgical procedures due to their in-depth knowledge of cancer:

...they made things understandable, both the reasons why I needed to exercise and the benefits of doing it for my recovery...I wanted to know my limits after surgery...they helped me progress back to a normal life (Service user 4)
Secondly, they highlighted the excellent communication skills staff possessed (i.e., listening and asking questions) to engage the patient further “...[staff] understanding and interest was spot on...I spoke to them about what I’ve gone through and they listened to me” (Service User 2). These interactions provided teachable moments in lifestyle education between staff and service users whereby staff utilised empathetic behaviour skills to enhance confidence in the patient/staff relationship. For example, a brief conversation with service user 7 during some cycling demonstrated to me that not all participants enjoyed exercise, “I don’t like getting all sweaty”. Yet, in the same breath they realised its importance as it had been explained during lifestyle discussions with the staff;

...the chemotherapy decimated my body cells...I'm not a fan of exercise, but the three months I was given (at the gym) helped me to get back on my feet. I learned (from the staff) that exercise (and its benefits) would help me overcome this (cancer) (Service User 7).

Although the service design changed during COVID-19, access was maintained and supporting literature (e.g., home exercise programmes) were improved, but these are changes that can fundamentally be made by any service. My impression, however, was that alongside cancer-specific knowledge, the variety of psychosocial skills (e.g., the ability to communicate clearly both verbally and visually, interpersonal skills and traits that persist to empathetic personalities, positive attitude, active listening, emotional intelligent and non-judgemental behaviour) utilized by staff and previously acknowledged in oncology pathways [39–41] raised this service to a level that surpassed service user expectations:

...the training they (exercise specialists) have is amazing, everyone (service users) feels comfortable, no one feels judged, were all at different stages of our journey but staff make you feel like you can participate, they are an invaluable outlet (Service User 5).

**CFIR Section 3.1: Organisational structure**

A clear staff structure was evident within the exercise delivery team with additional clinical leadership, supervision and governance provided by the wider NHS-based multi-disciplinary team (MDT) which included the P4C Clinical Lead and the Programme Lead, as well as other members of the Greater Manchester Cancer Alliance and programme steering group. The exercise delivery team was led by the programme manager (current Master degree student, undergraduate degree qualified with multiple specialist exercise instructor vocational qualifications), with exercise specialist instructors (n = 4) (undergraduate degree with exercise instructor vocational qualifications) and exercise instructors (n = 2) (exercise referral vocational qualification) (Table 2). A hierarchical structure existed concerning service protocols and decisions (programme manager responsibility with approvals from the clinical leadership team), yet my observation of team meetings gave me a feeling of staff unity without egos or superiority. Staff appeared to interact on an equal footing without rank or marginalisation. Management proactively encouraged conversation and opinions which in my mind enhanced empowerment and inclusivity. One example is the interworking between staff to manage exercise delivery while retaining a level of hierarchy:

... Once they've done their assessment the exercise specialists would write the program and pass it over to the exercise instructors. They adjust it when needed, send it to the exercise specialists to check and sign off (Staff 1).

In this case, there was a skillset and scope of practice recognition. Staff adhered to their professional boundaries, communicated changes within those parameters, yet retained a team ethos which supported peer learning and development akin to previous scientific literature [42].

**CFIR Section 3.2: Staff roles and responsibilities**

Another area recognised as contributing to service effectiveness is internal professional development through the use of peer training and support [42]. Peer training is the passing on of knowledge and skills, potentially to less qualified or experienced staff, to enhance the wider skillset of the team and allow craft (on the job) learning to occur [36]. Learning can take many forms (e.g., observation or undertaking unfamiliar tasks) to aid personal skill attainment [36]. One task (not necessarily documented) for exercise specialists was this fostering of progression of their (less qualified) exercise instructor counterparts by mentoring and developing their skillsets, expanding their levels of responsibility and experience allowing them to grow and learn within the service [36,42]. Internal, peer-supported staff development might be idealistic rather than realistic in most workplaces due to working policies, time constraints or poor levels of peer support [36,42]. Soukup et al. [42] suggest that clinical service staff should recognize each other's abilities and value opinions on an equal footing, reinforcing collaborative working and ultimately improving patient decision making through shared craft learning. This, however, stems from a highly qualified leadership team that encourages teamworking, patient-centredness, equality and inclusiveness as they are comfortable in their service structure and not threatened by team member progression [42]. Anecdotally, clinical settings can be less friendly in nature with various exercise practitioners disagreeing over roles, responsibilities, scope of practice and seniority which can impact their willingness to support the development of peers. In my experience this came from a lack of team morale, low levels of management support/implementation, and perceptions around levels of knowledge, skills and competency in roles, potentially due to some roles being occupied by non-accredited exercise professionals. On the contrary, this service dispelled my preconceived ideas and experiences as captured eloquently by staff:

...giving exercise instructors the responsibility to be able to develop as an individual and to potentially be an exercise specialist themselves is very important, we need to foster that pathway for them to improve and develop...they are very competent but it is about challenging them (Staff 5).

**CFIR Section 4.1 theoretical exercise knowledge**

It is established and is my belief, that exercise testing, assessment, interpretation, prescription, delivery and outcomes evaluation for individuals with chronic and complex conditions requires a specialist knowledge base and expertise [4,33]. Exercise specialist staff in this service were aligned to their level of qualification and expertise. Prehabilitation service users, those at higher risk (targeted) and all data point assessments were completed by exercise specialists, whereas lower risk service users undertaking rehabilitation (minimal co-morbidities) or those with more generic/universal needs (low risk stratification) could work with the exercise instructors (Table 2). Nationally, job roles and levels of education across clinical exercise staff vary with differences noted within specific areas of provision (e.g., cardiac) and across conditions.
(e.g., stroke vs. cancer) [5]. This service was unique due to their hierarchical format of exercise delivery and because of their exercise specialist qualification levels [5]. Against the grain, this service built their foundations on educational backgrounds citing that an undergraduate degree in a sports and exercise science-related subject plus vocational cancer qualifications were essential (Staff 4, 5, 7). A degree in a sport and exercise science was identified as providing a knowledge base in exercise screening, assessment and prescription; key areas in delivering clinical exercise services [4, 33]. Although the degrees referenced were sport and exercise science-related, no staff had completed a master’s degree (MSc.). Interestingly, only 1% of exercise staff within cancer services had an MSc. in CEP [5]. Conversely, 18% (n = 61) of exercise staff employed within cardiac services were MSc qualified CEPs [5]. During discussions, no staff mentioned post graduate qualifications as a pre-requisite for their role nor deemed that this level of qualification could provide the diverse knowledge required within the service. On reflection, this could be attributed to their current (high) levels of qualification and experience in this specific field, rather than the wider cancer landscape. My impression of the cancer landscape is that the sudden demand for an exercise pre/rehabilitation workforce outweighed the ability to pursue a higher qualification level, this combined with a leisure centre delivery model meant that exercise instructors (vocationally qualified without degrees) were the most accessible and possibly convenient solution for exercise intervention delivery [34]. One area of concern raised was the lack of suitable training in prehabilitation-based exercise prescription itself. Fundamentally, in any workspace where there are advances in practice there needs to be an evolving and relevant continued professional development (CPD) obligation. Yet, in this case, the potential issue was offset by the innovative use of the wider MDT clinical team who provided regular in-house CPD in cancer-specific pathophysiology which assisted the team to develop suitable exercise prescription. Staff appeared to gain deep levels of understanding about cancer-specific treatments and complications from workshops that were delivered by health practitioners. Albeit, not exercise prescription-specific, this additional application-based knowledge obtained from highly experienced professionals allowed them to hone and refine their broader knowledge, but also provided opportunity for questions that could assist in improving their skills and competencies, thus raising their own standards in line with higher levels of qualifications [36].

**CFIR Section 4.2 skill application in the field**

Clinical exercise skills are linked to patient assessments, interpretation of outcomes, risk stratification and screening, exercise prescription design and delivery (including monitoring) and the ability to communicate all of the above effectively [4, 43]. It was clear to me that listening and communication were paramount and on an equal footing within this service, an area that is frequently discussed in clinical service provision [42]. Watching staff interact with diverse communities in places that were out of peoples’ comfort zones (e.g., leisure centres) reaffirmed that without the ability to listen, gain trust and confidence, and to communicate suitably, the whole service would be pointless. Empathy, understanding stages of lifestyle change and recognising the need for autonomy for service users, learned throughout their qualifications (mainly their degrees according to staff) were essential, coupled with on-the-job experience (learning from peers and previous interactions) [36]. Staff pointed out that cancer, like most long-term conditions, does not have one demographic or typology, so the way in which they were able to reassure and support people from all walks of life underpinned all facets of the service:

...we need to communicate effectively with service users, have a bit of empathy, you need to have people skills, you can’t be a robot, you need to see them as a person not just as a cancer patient with a cancer diagnosis (Staff 1)

Staff frequently mentioned that service user motivation to attend cancer rehabilitation was low with service users questioning the need and benefit of exercise. I witnessed first-hand the ability of staff to communicate, empathize, ‘see and understand service users from a psychological perspective, then educate them as individuals that created the ‘buy in’ and personal motivation to begin and adhere to the programme [42].

Staff acknowledged that a prehabilitation offering was a useful step in the behaviour change process as the majority of people want to do all they can to get fitter and stronger before treatment as a way of improving outcomes. This is, however, only a short-term means to an end or fix (i.e., they want to get fitter before the operation) and once completed has no bearing on any future behaviours as it was an externally motivated goal [44, 45]. On the contrary, the empathetic, more autonomous approach demonstrated within this service has been shown to aid long-term behaviour changes [7, 46]. Multiple techniques to promote/encourage behaviour change were used depending on patient needs, for example motivational interviewing, healthy behaviour education and peer-to-peer support by way of a buddy system [46]. It cannot be underestimated how important it is for such skills (theoretically learned in an academic setting) to be polished through real-life application [36]. However, due to intervention restrictions (12 weeks attendance per patient) and individual session durations (usually 1 h), these techniques often relied on the assumption that if people were shown what to do they will do it, which evidence suggests is not always the case [47]. To offset this, and learned through experience, staff used relaxed discussions around areas of patient interest to pick up on any bits of information that could help them promote behaviour change [36, 46]. This subtle, non-prescribed approach of integrating behaviour change information into discussions or environments (e.g., ‘teachable moments’ during consultations) opposed the less effective practices of including formal education sessions after each exercise session, therefore requires consideration within service behaviour change strategies [46].

**CFIR Section 4.3 competency – the ability to complete tasks effectively**

Within any exercise service delivery, there are a number of key competencies, one being clinical assessments [43]. Gold standard clinical assessments may include Cardiopulmonary Exercise Tests (CPET) or Exercise Tolerance Tests (ETTs) [48]. Yet, in community venues not conducive to such assessments, field tests (e.g., six-minute walk test or sit-to-stand) were the next best thing and are frequently used [49, 50]. Although being effective in delivering assessments is important, it was pointed out to me that “anyone can teach someone to complete an assessment” (Staff 1) indicating the real competency came in the translation of results:

...you need to be able to complete an assessment effectively, but then be able to interpret those results, if you’ve got any concerns, you need to be confident enough to refer back to the CNS (Clinical Nurse Specialist) (Staff 1).

This was refreshing to hear from a ‘best practice’ viewpoint. Even more encouraging was that staff understood the importance
of applying this data to individualised exercise prescription, “it’s the practical application…it’s all well and good having all of this knowledge and doing these tests. But if you can’t put it into practice it’s pretty useless” (Staff 6). Staff accredited these competencies to both their undergraduate degree training (e.g., interpretation of data) and craft experience in the role (choosing the correct assessment) endorsing the belief that exercise application cannot take a one size fits all approach. This combination of theoretical and practical learning sees skills and competency merge by way of risk stratification, functional assessment and the ability to utilize and interpret formulas and relevant results into a meaningful exercise prescription. This is where the specialist nature of the role lies. Writing safe and effective exercise prescription is clearly at the forefront of any service, yet sufficient knowledge, skills and competencies are rarely learned through training alone [36]. There is as element of ‘craft’ and professional development forged through workplace mentoring and learning [36]. I can only compare it to the work of Tribble and Newburg [36] who identify that surgery is ‘more about decisions than incisions’. In an exercise environment this translates into implementing your knowledge based on a sound rationale, something which is learned over time and not necessarily part of your initial training, an example being the fostering of progression that is built into the service:

...we (exercise specialists) give the exercise instructors the responsibility to develop as an individual and potentially become an exercise specialist themselves. I think it is very important that we foster that pathway for them to improve and develop...we wouldn't give anybody complex (to them) just because of the knowledge and the understanding, but they are very competent (Staff 5)

It was clear that theoretical knowledge, skill application and competency (effectiveness), alongside craft-based knowledge (and learning) interact simultaneously during a working day [51]. Further, these competencies or qualities (effective communication, professionalism, assessment and interpretation, exercise planning and delivery, lifestyle change and risk management) were consistently visible within this service [51]. Although this service employed exercise specialists, their job titles did not reflect their overall abilities; staff were educated to higher levels than vocationally qualified exercise instructors. Therefore, for effective service provision staff are recommended to be educated at the forefront of any service, yet sufficient knowledge, skills and competencies are rarely learned through training alone [36]. There is as element of ‘craft’ and professional development forged through workplace mentoring and learning [36]. I can only compare it to the work of Tribble and Newburg [36] who identify that surgery is ‘more about decisions than incisions’. In an exercise environment this translates into implementing your knowledge based on a sound rationale, something which is learned over time and not necessarily part of your initial training, an example being the fostering of progression that is built into the service:

...we (exercise specialists) give the exercise instructors the responsibility to develop as an individual and potentially become an exercise specialist themselves. I think it is very important that we foster that pathway for them to improve and develop...we wouldn't give anybody complex (to them) just because of the knowledge and the understanding, but they are very competent (Staff 5)

**CFIR Section 5.1: Service effectiveness - data monitoring and patient safety**

My experiences have shown me that service effectiveness can be subjective and alter depending on the lens you are viewing through, yet in this case all staff overwhelmingly championed the provision:

...everything is covered, you have contingencies for all areas such as safety protocols - every base is covered for the team. We’re organized and have efficient processes, we’re all very much on the same page that provides a continuity of care which is fundamental (Staff 5).

In this case, effectiveness could be viewed from multiple perspectives. Safety protocols were a priority and devised by the lead exercise specialist in conjunction with the wider MDT who together have experience of risk assessment, data protection, safeguarding and exercise-specific contingencies in case of injury or illness. Effectiveness can also refer to patient outcomes through objective measures (e.g., fitness outcomes). Staff cited the numerous data points gathered from assessments, a continuity of referral processes and the ability to adapt and maintain the service through COVID as key demonstrators of effectiveness. Objective cardiovascular and muscular strength and endurance assessments at point of referral, pre and post-surgical intervention and post-intervention, provided those funding the services with an overview of the improved health profiles of service users. Moreover, these positive assessment outcomes provided evidence that the exercise prescription and delivery was effective across all formats. In addition, the subtle use of communication skills, high levels of staff morale and the autonomy provided by service managers engaged the service users throughout their journey [44,46]. Other than attendance figures, the subjective nature of human interaction driving service effectiveness can be hard to decipher, yet in this case the feelings and experiences shared explained the high levels of adherence. It would be remiss of me not to acknowledge the ability of the service to adapt to change given the recent COVID pandemic. I witnessed a new age of clinical exercise provision and one that was able to be effective (according to both staff and service users) in its ability to engage its target audience, even if it was not able to be as objective in a physical assessment capacity due to the remote delivery.

**Recommendations**

Three primary recommendations have been identified for clinical exercise service provision in current or new services:

1. **Clinical exercise staff knowledge, skills and competencies should be underpinned by undergraduate degrees in sport and exercise science-related subjects or higher.** The level of qualifications shown in this study were comparable to that of a registered clinical exercise physiologist (according to the RCCP equivalence pathway), rather than vocationally qualified exercise instructors. Therefore, for effective service provision staff are recommended to be educated at this level.

2. **Workplace experience and craft is vital for exercise specialists to develop their knowledge, skills and competencies in real-world settings and highlights the importance of practice-based learning.**

3. **Underpinning behaviour change and communication skills, specifically empathy and listening skills, should be incorporated into CEP training.** Services should look to invest time in developing staff behaviour change skillsets, but also review the evidence that suggests rigid and traditional models of delivery to service users require modification and exploration.

**Future research**

Future research should explore daily practices within clinical exercise services across other long-term conditions to assist in the generalisation of findings. These observations should consider different staffing structures (e.g., CEP-led provision); distinct educational backgrounds (e.g., MSc. qualified) to gain an understanding how it may impact knowledge, skills and competencies, multiple condition exercise delivery settings and research-focused services to ensure currency in the field of practice.

**Limitations**

By design, the study was conducted as a single service case study focusing on one long-term condition, therefore limited by a small,
Conclusion

This community-based, cancer-specific clinical exercise service collaborated with healthcare professionals and service users at inception to develop a nationally recognised referral pathway. Exercise specialists, with equivalent education and experience to RCCP-registered CEPs, were able to prescribe and deliver exercise based on high levels of cancer-specific knowledge, skills and competencies, underpinned by undergraduate degrees and facilitated by peer learning and CPD-based training delivered by healthcare professionals from the wider MDT. Behaviour change was delivered through patient-centred communication that focused on building patient rapport and used subtle, informal messaging during conversations to reinforce effective, cancer-specific and generic lifestyle advice. Finally, the ability to offer menu-based exercise through online consultations/group exercise sessions, alongside in person, one-to-one appointments across a vast amount of venues, was highlighted by staff and service users as creating effective patient-centred care.
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